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MANEO-News Berlin, 14.08.2012

Berlin starts taking action:

Public Prosecutors Office gains an official contact person for
hate crimes that are committed because of the perceived sex-
ual orientation of the victim.
MANEO hailed the public announcement by Berlin’s Senator for Justice Thomas Heilmann
at a press conference today that the Public Prosecutors Office will gain an official contact
person for hate crimes that are committed because of the perceived sexual orientation of
the victim. With this announcement the Judiciary confirmed that there is a ‘public interest’
in hate crimes of this nature. Yet again Berlin is a pioneer and the first German state that
has not only official full time contact partners at the Police (one male and one female) for
LGBT* but also now a contact partner in the Public Prosecutors Office.
Bastian Finke, Project Director of MANEO, said “We congratulate Senator Thomas Heilmann for
this step and we also thank State Secretary Alexander Straßmeir for his commitment and to have
taken up and realised our three demands in such a thoroughgoing way”. In 1992 the contact part-
ner at the Berlin Police for “Same Sex Life Styles” was the first to be established in Germany.
Now with this new development there is a counter part at the Berlin Public Prosecutor’s Office.
Henceforth the handling of hate crime against the perceived sexual orientation of the victim
moves to the special department for “Violence, State Security, Crimes which Disturb the Peace of
the State, and Hate Crime”, and will be no longer merely handled as part of general crime. With
this the 2009 bipartisan initiative between Berlin’s politicians for self-determination and accep-
tance of sexual diversity has been carried forward.

Between 2006 und 2008 MANEO had already conducted discussions with the Police and Public
Prosecutor in the framework of 3 European symposia concerned with Homophobia and Hate
crime. Between 2009 and 2011 MANEO had further intensive discussions with the Police, Public
Prosecutor’s Office, and the Berlin government’s Department of the Interior. This was done as
part of an International EU project. The results of this included a 2-day training workshop pre-
pared and conducted by MANEO for members of Berlin Police Department responsible for politi-
cally motivated crime and crime which threatens the peace of the state. This event was intended
to increase understanding of sexual diversity and of hate crimes committed because of the per-
ceived sexual orientation of the victim. Bastian Finke said, “This was an important step for pre-
vention but of course further steps are required on the part of the Department of Justice”.



The recent election to the Berlin Senate delivered a bonus for LGBT issues when those members
of the Senate responsible for these issues, Tom Schreiber (SPD) and Stefan Ewers (CDU), be-
gan working with MANEO. One of State Secretary Alexander Straßmeir’s “Round Tables” which
took place in July at the Senate Department of Justice, and which was attended by Bastian Finke
as representative of Berlin’s LGBT community, was tasked with planning and implementing the
changes. Bastian Finke said, “We are rather proud that the persistence of our MANEO project
contributed to these changes”.

Hate crime imperils our democracy
Hate crimes differ from ordinary crimes not only because of the motivation of the offender, but
also because of the impact on the victim. The perpetrator selects the victim because of his or her
membership of a group; this suggests that one member of such a group is interchangeable with
any other. Unlike victims of many other criminal acts, hate crime victims are selected on the basis
of what they represent rather than who they are. The message that is conveyed is intended to
reach not just the immediate victim but also the larger community of which that victim is a mem-
ber. Thus, they are sometimes described as symbolic crimes. … Such crimes send a message to
the victim that they are not welcome; they have the effect of denying the victim’s right to full par-
ticipation in society. They also send a message to members of the community sharing the charac-
teristic that they also do not belong, and could equally be a target. Hate crimes, therefore, can
damage the fabric of society and fragment communities.“ (“Hate Crime Laws – A practical Guide”,
published by the OSCE Office for Democratic Institutions and Human Rights (ODIHR), Warszawa
2009, p.17).

Victims need Support and Solidarity
The Berlin political community have come out strongly and clearly for a society of diversity and
this includes sexual diversity. In this context discrimination and violence should be considered as
a challenge to the whole of society that concerns all departments of government and to which all
administrations must respond.

Bastian Finke said, “People who become victims of hate crime because of their perceived sexual
orientation need support and solidarity. We must not allow them to become excluded and isolated
in our society. Victim Support supplies a fundamental service and must no longer have just token
support.

With this serious step concerning crimes against sexual orientation Berlin has adopted the posi-
tion that such crimes are of a fundamental public interest. Now is time for the Department of Edu-
cation to take action against the use of the most loved term of abuse on Berlin school
playgrounds namely “schwule Sau“ (gay pig), with thorough and repeated educational courses at
all levels and grades. Bastian Finke, MANEO Project Director said, “We expect that the Depart-
ment of Education will also finally start taking action.

Contact address for the contact person for the Berlin Public Prosecutors Office:

Oberstaatsanwältin Ines Karl
Telephone: (030) 9014-2697
Email: lsbt@sta.berlin.de


